It is known [l] that if ft is a bounded domain, and P=PiD) is a linear partial differential operator with constant coefficients, then every weak solution in L2(ft) with compact support in ft, is also a strong solution.
The double-barbed arrow "->" will denote strong convergence in Lp, while the single-barbed arrow "-»•" will denote weak convergence in Lp.
The convolution of two functions, u and v, will be denoted by u*v = /ra(y)i;(x -y)dy.
Unless otherwise specified, all spaces will consist of functions on P", e.g., Co means CoiRn). Now, suppose P=PiD) has domain P(P), and range in /", l^p< °o. Let us take £>(P) = Co". It then follows that P is not closed, but satisfies the weaker property of being pre-closed.
Let P0 be the closure (in Lv) of P on Cq. P0 is termed the minimal operator associated with P. The maximal operator P is defined as follows. uELp is in the maximal domain if BvELp: iu, P*d>) =iv, <p), V<l>ECo. We then say Pu=v. We prove Theorem 1. // P =PiD) is a linear partial differential operator with constant coefficients on C// into Lv, then the minimal and maximal extensions are equivalent for 1 g p < oo .
For the proof, consider a function yp=ypix):
ii)ypECoiK/);whereK2={x: \x\ <2J. (ii) Og^gl, (VxGP2); Hx) = l for |*| ^1. Then, form the sequence of functions ypi = ypiix)=ypix/i). Proof. For u, = u*jP, we have u,ECq(Q); v>1/\, where X is the distance from S to the complement of fi. Then, Pu, = (u, P*^) = (». J* )=»»■ Hence, uvED(P), u,-^u, and Pw"-n».
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